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At present, the Internet has been widely used in all fields of daily life, based on
the Internet to establish a convenient living platform is now widely concerned about
the topic. Online supermarket is through the Internet as a display platform, online
ordering offline distribution of a business model.
Following the actual situation of university campus in China, the system
develops and implements based on the detailed analysis of the system requirements.
It adopts MVC three-layered architecture and a B/S mode of online supermarket
system is developed. It contains merchandise ordering module, shop management
module, product management module, rights management module and the order
management module. The user module is responsible for the maintenance of the user's
personal information. The ordering goods module includes commodity display,
product search, order and payment function. The shops management module is
responsible for the retail management. The commodity management module is
responsible for goods to the shop management. The rights management module is
responsible for permissions and access control of the background. The order
management module to the order system management.
This system is developed and designed using object-oriented methods. It uses
MySQL as database software and Java as object-oriented programming language for
encoding. After the completion of system development, the system of integration
testing and performance testing. By iteration, the system ultimately realizes campus
supermarket system with the complete function, friendly operation interface. It solves
the problem that the single variety, price fixing and other problems, realized the
online ordering, offline distribution mode of buying daily necessities in college school.
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